This theme issue provides an overview on the basic quantitative methods, an in-depth discussion on the cutting-edge quantitative analysis approaches as well as their applications for both static and dynamic molecular diagnostic and therapeutic imaging.
The field of molecular imaging has progressed from qualitative imaging to semi-quantitative and then quantitative imaging. Compared to qualitative imaging, quantitative imaging can provide not only more accurate and task-specific information for various diagnostic applications, but also more precise evaluation and more appropriate management of treatment. Furthermore, once a quantitative measure of diagnosis or treatment is available, one can optimize the performance of diagnosis or treatment by adapting the parameters in the mathematical description of the quantitative measurement.
Because quantitative methods mathematically describe both diagnostic and therapeutic molecular imaging, they effectively provide a bridge to naturally merge these two components together into a new unified quantitative mathematical framework for the analysis and optimization of theranostics. We therefore believe quantitative methods will play an important role in the development of theranostics and take the initiative to publish this special issue on quantitative imaging, in which 6 groups of researchers are invited to share their experience, expertise, ideas and results on quantitative molecular imaging.
The evolution of methodology for the analysis of Positron Emission Tomography (PET) data is a perfect example to demonstrate the transition from qualitative to quantitative imaging. Soon after people applied a semi-quantitative standardized update value (SUV) to replace the visual evaluation of the image quality, they realized that SUV has a lot of disadvantages (e.g. inconsistency). A number of modified SUV methods as well as quantitative analysis methods are then developed to overcome the deficiencies of SUV. Bai et al. reviewed SUV and its derivatives and the factors that impede semi-quantitative assessment and limit its accuracy and reproducibility, with special emphasis on SUV analysis [1] . They also summarized the current efforts to improve the accuracy of tumor uptake measurements, characterize overall metabolic tumor burden and heterogeneity of tumor uptake, and account for the effects of image noise.
In spite of the diversity of imaging modalities and applications, the underlying methodologies for quantitative imaging are the same. For static images, these include the analysis and optimization of image quality in terms of variance, resolution, contrast recovery and lesion detectability. Dutta et al. review statistical analysis techniques that enable us to com-
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International Publisher pute the properties of static molecular images [2] . In addition, these also allow us to control and enhance imaging performance. The practical applications where performance improvement is achieved by applying these ideas to the contexts of both hardware and image reconstruction are also reviewed. While most of the discussed techniques were developed for emission tomography, the general methods are extensible to other imaging modalities as well.
For a specific diagnostic or therapeutic task, human and computer observers are usually applied to study the sensitivity-specificity trade-off. He and Park thoroughly discuss the basic concepts of model observers, which include the mathematical foundations and psychophysical considerations in designing both optimal observers for optimizing imaging systems and anthropomorphic observers for modeling human observers, as well as a few state-of-the-art computational techniques for estimating model observers and the principles of implementing these techniques [3] . A few applications of model observers in medical imaging research are also reviewed.
The fundamental methodology used for dynamic quantitative imaging is compartment modeling. This special issue introduces two cutting-edge techniques in kinetic modeling. For a more basic introduction to kinetic analysis, we recommend several excellent reviews by other authors on this topic, such as [4] [5] [6] . Wang and Qi review recent progress on direct estimation of parametric images of both linear and nonlinear kinetic models using spatiotemporal information in raw projection data [7] . These direct estimation algorithms can include accurate noise modeling and therefore achieve better image quality than conventional indirect methods. Different PET tracers can capture different aspects of the physiology of diseases; techniques that can rapidly image multiple tracers in a single scan could potentially provide additional critical information compared to traditional dynamic single tracer scans. In [8] , Kadrmas and Hoffman summarize past and ongoing work in multi-tracer PET tumor imaging, and then organize and describe the main algorithmic approaches for achieving multi-tracer PET signal-recovery. In these approaches, dynamic imaging is generally used and signal-recovery processing is applied.
The above quantitative analysis methods have been applied to different preclinical and clinical applications using different modalities, such as PET, Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) and optical imaging. As an example, an application of quantitative imaging in proton therapy is given in [9] , in which Zhu et al. review the current status of proton therapy verification with PET imaging. Proton therapy is very sensitive to uncertainties introduced during treatment planning and dose delivery. PET imaging can detect the distribution of proton-induced positron emitters and is the only practical approach for in vivo, in situ verification of proton therapy. The different data detecting systems (in-beam, in-room and off-line PET), calculation methods for the prediction of proton-induced PET activity distributions, and approaches for data evaluation are discussed in [9] .
Quantitative analysis is now a very productive and active research front in molecular imaging. We anticipate the introduction of quantitative methods to theranostics will produce an emerging, rapid growing and fruitful research field, which in turn will advance the development of theranostics. We hope this special issue can serve as an overview of the previous methods as well as a starting point toward this new exciting direction.
